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R-cent searches for supersymnetric particles, particularly in e +e inter
actions, are reviewed and coapared. The mass domains experinentally 
excluded are turned into Units on the supersynnetry breaking paraneters of 
a minimal H=l supergravity model. 

1- INTRODUCTION 

The principal topic of this talk will be the 

searches for supersymmetric particles in 

high energy eV* collisions, although some 

reference will be made to other searches, in 

particular to those performed at the CERN pp 

collider already reported at this confe

rence1'. Since, in the case of e*e~ colli

sions, the only new results shoving substan

tial improvement were those obtained in 

single photon experiments, and since they 

were independently presented in this 

session*', no experimental details will be 

given here (those nay be found e.g. in ear

lier reviews1'). Instead, an attempt will be 

nade to present a coherent picture of the 

current lint's, working for that purpose 

within a specific supersynnetrlc model. For 

the sake of clarity, whenever experimental 

results will be presented, they will either 

be combined results or those of the most 

constraining single experiment. 

2. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

2.1 Hinimal particle content : 

Table I displays the minimal particle con

tent of any supersynmetrlc model. Vithin 

each supermult iplet, the fermionic and 

bosonic degrees of freedom are equal, as 

required in order to ease th? hierarchy pro

blem. Two higgs doublets are necessary in 

supetsymmetry to give masses to both up and 

down-type quark». After SU(2)xU(lj sponta

neous symmetry breaking, 5 physical higgs 

particles remain : 

i) two charged ones which belong to the 

sane supermultiplet as the U £, together 

with 2 Dirac vinos, 

it) one neutral which belongs to the same 

supermultiplet as the Z*, together with 

2 Najorana zinos, and, 

ill) two neutrals (a scalar and an axion-

like pseudoscalar) which form a chiral 

supermultiplet with a Hajorana axino. 
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The field content, that is the relative 

amount of gauglno and htggslna within the 

vinos and zinos, the amount of mixing bet

ween photlno, zinas and axino which occurs 

within the physical neutralinos, and the 

mass spll11lugs between the supersymmettic 

particles (SP) and their ordinary partners 

all depend on the details of the sypersym-

metry breaking mechanism. However, if super-

symmetry is to solve the naturalness problem 

and if fine tuning is to be avoided, the 

mass splittings should not be much larger 

than My. Actually, in many specific models. 

SP's with masses even less than H„ are 

predicted. 

2.2 R-parlty conservation : 

In most supersymmetric models, R-parity ' is 

an absolutely conserved multiplicative quan

tum number. Since R = < - l ) 2 S " 3 ( B _ L Ï , one 

sees that ordinary particles have R = *1 

whereas SP's have R - 1. As a consequence 

i) SP's are always pair produced, 

ii) the Lightest supersyraetric particle 

(LSP) is absolutely stable, and all SP's 

ultimately decay into it. 

Cosmological arguments lead to the conjec

ture that the LSP has no electric nor color 

charge". Therefor*, the LSP candidates are 

the gravitino, the lightest neutralino, or a 

scalar neutrino. 

In all c^ses, the interaction of the LSP 

with ordinary matter turns out "J be weak. 

For instance, re- -* Ye, the supersyimetric 

analog of Compton scattering, is depressed 

with respect to re -* -e because of the high 

mass of the u-channel exchanged e. The LSP 

Is therefore expected to evade any experi

mental setup, which is the source of the 

universal "missing-P " line of search for 

supersymmetry. 

2.3 Hlnimal H.l supergravity model (HSH) : 

This model*1 is minimal in two respects : 

the particle content is the one we just 

described ; the set of parameters governing 

the supersymmetry breaking mechanism Is 

minimal. One starts with an exact N=l stip*>r-

gravity which is broken in the hidden sec

tor, the G aqulring a mass m as a result 

of the Super-Hlggs mechanism. Then, slightly 

below the Planck mass, the effective 

Lagrangian is that of an exactly supersym-

metric GUT, with the addition of soft super-

symmetry breaking terms. This theory is dri

ven to low energy using the renormalizatinn 

group equations and, on the way. 5U(2)xU(l> 

should get spontaneously broken. This last 

condition rather strongly constrains the set 

of parameters entering the soft breaking 

terms. There are essentially 5 such parame

ters : 

m . : the gravitino mass 

H : a common gaugino mass at the unifi

cation scale 

u : a higgsino mixing mass term 

(he ratio of the vacuum expe< 

values of the 1 higgs fields 

A : a parameter related to the Super-

Hlggs mechanism. 

Ue will collectively refer to those as SBP's 

(supersymmetry breaking parameters). The way 

these parameters govern the masses of the 

various SP's is shovn on Pig. 1. If the top 

is not too heavy (< 50 GeV), the requirement 

of spontaneous SU(2)xU(l) breaking leads to 

V /V - 1 and u - n , . Then, if H is not 
2 1 S/I 

too large, the LSP is a light practically 

pure photino. This is the case we will most 

often consider. 
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Fig. 1 : Connection betveen SBP's and hlggs and SP w ^ n s . All dotted lines 
vanish if V /V = 1. 
M , H , H are the renormalized values of H at H„. m. » 0 up to 
radiative corrections. 

2-4 SP Mass spectrum in the H5H : 

The general expression for scalar quark and 
lepton «asses is : 

J2 He u 

"i/. * 

vhere 
larly, the neutralino nasses are obtained ' 
from the diagonalization of : 

x is a scalar SP 

C~ H 1 ("radiative correction") is calculable 
using renormalJration group equations. 

Numerical values for C~- and K- can be found 
in the littérature". Typically : 

C-r ~ 7, Cy - .5, C ~ ~ .15 

while 

Consequences of these relations are that g 
cannot be much heavier than q, and ?_ and T. 
are mass degenerate only if H « m . . Fina
lly, If V /V « 1, the D-term can become 
substantial, which opens a possibility for v 
to become light, perhaps even the LSP. Howe
ver, we remind that vy v,~* 1 is favored. 

The physical wino masses are obtained" by 
diagonalization of the mixing matrix : 

-M„Sc M,Cc 

H_5s -M_Cs 

where in addition 5 - sinft., C - cosfiL. An 
example of a possible wino and neutralino 
mass spectrum is shown on Fig. 2, corre-

fulGeV) 
Fig. 2 : Ulno and neutralino spectrum for 

V,/V.« 1 and M = Q. 
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Table II : Hain e e analyses 

ponding to the Uni ting case where H = H = 0 

and for Vj/V - I- As long as H « H 2, the LSP 

remains an alaost puce photlno, and one ex

pects a vino U and a zino Z more gaugino 

than higgsino-like, lighter than the tf and Z 

respectively. If V /V = 1, the axlna a", with 

a mass «-- — u, decouples Erom the three 

other neutralinos. 

2.5 What can we learn from e e collision? ? 

Table II gives an overview of the main reac

tions which have been studied, which of the 

physical quantities they give access to and, 

under soae specified additional hypotheses, 

which of the SBP's they allow to constrain. 

The case where the LSP is the gravitino has 

also been studied, in a franework soaewhat 

different fro» that of the KSH, and which ve 

will present when relevant. 

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

3.1. Search for unstable photinos 

Since most SP searches assume that Y is the 

LSP, and since this is also favored in most 

supersymmetric models, it is worth trying to 

assess the y stability experimentally. If 

the LSP were not Y» it could be : \>, but 

then Y •* \>v (one loop} does not lead to any 

observable difference fro* the case LSP->Y ; 

a or C, and in this case the decay Y "* Ya 

(one loop) or Y •* YG (tree level) nay be 

observable. 

The natural way to search for unstable Y is 

to look for their pair production by t-chan-

nel e exchange in e +e~ -» yy followed by 

Y •* Y + LSP. If the decay is prompt enough, 

the final state will be YY + missing energy. 

Recent CELLO results" are shown in fig

ure 3, from which one can infer that, if 

m~ < 15 GeV, the photino is stable unless 

»- > 100 GeV. Translated in terras of SBP's, 
e *-

this implies that the donain in H-a . 

limited by the dashed curve on figure 7 is 

excluded. 

3.2. The scale of supersymmetry breaking 

Uhereas, if â' is the LSP, it would be rather 

unnatural that Y be light, this is well 

possible if a very light G Is the LSP. In 

this case, which is not that of the HSH, the 

Y lifetime t~ nay become long enough to 

preclude the above analysis since one or two 

of the Y'S may escape the detector before 

decaying. t- depends on the scale d of 

su per symmetry breaking (x~ - 8K d 2/n£) or 

equivalently on m . , the G mass, since 
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gravitation constant 1 0 1- Taking the finite r 

lifetime into account, the limit shown on 

figure 3 becomes» for lov m~, contour (I) on 

figure 4, valid for d » (300 GeV)*. Using 

also the results from its single photon 

search, CELLO could access longer lifetimes 

and extend the excluded domain to that 

limited by contours (II) and (III). If, 

instead of fixing d r one fixes m-, one can 

equivalently exclude a domain in the w—d 
Y 

(or a~-n . ) plane (see Fig. 5). However, 

this domain vanishes for sufficiently large 

e masses. A more powerful bound can then be 

obtained '', independent of m?, through the 

reaction e*e~ •* yG which can proceed by 

s-channel one photon annihilation. In this 

case, the final state will be a single 

photon (actually, if t~ is too large, one 

can still use the initial radiation tagging 

technique). The bound obtained by CELLO is 

indicated as a dashed line on figure 5. 

Scale of supersymmetry breaking as lov as 

~<200 GeV) 2 are excluded for m- < 30 GeV. 

This bound can probably be improved 

to -(400 GeV) 2, using in addition the 

recent HAC and ASP single photon searches. 
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3.3. Search for scalar electrons 

Here, Y is supposed to be the LSP, or at 

least stable. As ve have seen, if 

m~ < 15 GeV, this is justified Eur 

m- < 100 GeV. Three reactions have been 
e ~ ___ __ 
considered, with è -» ey" : 

ij e e~~ • ee. m- Is limited to the beam 

energy. The final state consists of 

acoplanar electron pairs. 

U ) ye •* ye* (actually ee •* yee, vith the 

final state e remaining in the bean 

pipe). m~ can exceed the bean energy. 

The final state consists of single 

electrons. 

iii) e e~ •* YTY. vith an e exchanged in the 

t-channel. The final state consists of 

a single photon. 

This last nethod provides the most stringent 

Units for light enough phot!nos. As this 

topic vas already covered in this session , 

ue sinply shov the results on figure 6. The 

combined ASP, HAC and CELLO lover Unit on 

m~ is 65 GeV for m- « 0. 

3.4. Comparison of e e~ and pp results 

In ternis of SBP's, the H-m^ domain ex

cluded by the above searches is indicated on 

figure 7 (continuous contour labelled "ee"). 

Similarly, the n~ - n- domain excluded by 

the UAI collaboration in the search for 

events vith missing p_ reported at this 

conference11 can also be turned into an 

H-m . excluded domain. As can be seen on 

figure 7, the collider results are nov be

coming nore constraining than those from 

e*e~ collisions. This is due to the possi

bility of producing g pairs at a substantial 

rate, even for very massive q, thanks to the 

non-abelian ggg coupling. However, one 

should remark that the UAI limits are ob

tained under the m- =• 0 assumption, which is 

inconsistent, within the HSH, vith 

n- > 60 GeV. This is probably not serious as 

long as m- < 15 GeV. Also, if y is not the 
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Fig. Domains excluded in che H - m . 

plane by e e'and pp experiments. 

LSP, then g -» qqy is followed by y •* y+LSP, 

where the most likely LSP is a. The missing 

p- signal is then diluted and the collider 

limits become vorse ; an the other hand, the 

domain excluded by e*e~ experiments becomes 

the one limited by the dashed contour, as 

already explained, and is then the most 

constraining over a large fraction of the 

H-« . plane. 



3.5. Search for vinos and zinos 

To begin with, we still assume that Y is the 

LSP. 

Vinos can be pair produced by s-channel one 

photon annihilation, irrespective of their 

gaugino-higgsino content. All possible final 

states have been looked for by JADE and 

CELLO 3"". The limit mg >, 23 GeV thus ob

tained is essentially limited by the avail

able beam energy. The corresponding u-H 

excluded domain is indicated on figure 8, 

independent of «,/,• It should be remarked 

that V-*?_Y has a signature very similar to 

W-»LvL, and that the lower limit of 41 GeV 

obtained by UA1 for the mass ot a new 

sequential heavy lepton ' can most likely be 

turned into a similar limit for the vino 

mass, provided Y is light enough. 

0 500 1000 /i(GeV) 

Fig. 8 : Domain excluded in the H - u plane. 

Zino production in e e~ collisions could 

have a threshold lower than vino production, 

using the reaction e e~ -• yZ_. But since 

this reaction proceeds by t-channel e ex

change, the mg- limit obtained this way will 

depend on m~ (and also on m~). Recent CELLO 

and JAQE ,~* - 1" results are shown on figure 

9. Here, Z_ was assumed to be a pure gau-

glno, which is not too wrong, within the 

HSH, for such low my . However, in the H5M, 

•j > 23 GeV also implies m? >. 29 GeV for 

•~^0, or my > 23 GeV for m- .~10 GeV. Given 
Y ' Z - Y 
the existing limits on a~ (see 3.3), it 
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Fig. 9 : Excluded my - i 

can be seen that these measurements do not 

provide any new constraint on the SBP's for 

a~ *0, and only very little for n~ - 10 GeV. 

Ue now turn to the disfavored case 

V /V <t 1, Ue have seen that v can then be 

substantially lighter than È, and therefore 

V_ •* iv occurs even if ÎT_ -* Tv is kinemat-

ically forbidden. In that case, u_ can be 

produced not only in pairs, but also singly 

(Ye •+ \AT_ followed by ff -» (v, leading to a 

single lepton in the final state). Again 

still, single photon searches provide the 

most stringent mass limits on the t-channel 

exchanged &*_ in the reaction e*e" •+ T W , for 

snail enough \ï masses. Figure 10 shows the 

the domain of ÎT and v masses excluded by 

these searches'' when ff_ is assumed to be a 

pure gauglno. In this instance, the combined 

result is Mj- > 66 GeV for the unlikely case 

of massless " v . No useful limit on the 

SBF's can be derived from these analyses 

since four parameters ( u - H - , ,3/ ï~
v

2

/' v

1 ) would 

have to be taken into account. 
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Pig. 10 : Excluded my - n-~ domain in the case ra~ < My < m~,~. 

3.6. Search for lipht axinos 

In the HSH, the requirement that 5U<2)xU<l) 

be spontaneously broken at low energy 

Implies, as already stated, u -* m . and 

therefore •*- ~ » f . In this cose, it is un

likely that à will be the LSP. However, one 

can generalize the HSH to accomodate small it 

values, and actually even u=0, the case 

that we will consider now 1". The corre

sponding neutralino mass pattern is shown on 

figure 11 for V^/V . 1. The decay Z* •+ Z_a 

can be klnemattcally favored, vieh a rate 

depending on the Z mass, which is direc

tly related to m~, and on v / ^ l - The reac

tion e +e" •* virtual Z° •* Z_a, Eollowed by 

Z -• f Fa has been studied at PEP and PETRA 

in the context of searches for monojets 

The JAOE result1*', shown on figure 12, 

implies my ^ 32 GeV in the favored case 

V,/V ~ 1. 

0.01 

JADE 
(preliminary) 

0 100 MlGeVl 

Fig- 11 : Neutralino spectrum for u =• 0. 

10 20 
Mj (GeV/cJ) 

30 

Fig. 12 : Excluded rnj - IXZ * a Z) 
doaaln, for «~ « 0. 
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4. SUHHARY AND CONCLUSION 

IE Y is the L5P, the mast constraining 

limits come from the UA1 collaboration at 

the CERN pp collider : m- > 60 GeV, and 

therefore probably m- £ 10 GeV ; most likely 
m $ > 4 0 G e V « 

IE a Is the L5P, analyses of e*>~ collisions 

at PEÏRA imply : m~ ^ Î5 GeV as long as 

ii- < 100 GeV [ n~ > 30 GeV. 
e — Z_ ~ 

None of these Halts constitutes yet a 

serious problea for supersyaaetry since they 

all H e well below H y. The next generation 

of experiments, at the Teva iron and Acol on 

one hand, at SLC and LEP on the other, 

should provide results vhich, if still 

negative, would at least force aodel 

builders into aaybe less elegant 

constructions than the simplest HSH. 
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